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Beam Delivery Simulation - BDSIM!
•  Tracking code that uses Geant4!
•  Used to simulated beam loss and 

detector backgrounds!
•  Particles tracked through vacuum 

in normal way!
―  thick lens tracking!

•  Geant4 used for interaction with 
machine!

•  Full showers of secondaries 
created by Geant4 processes!

•  Secondaries tracked throughout 
the accelerator!

BDSIM accelerator!

Geant4 example detector!
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A BDSIM Accelerator Model!
•  Beamline built from ASCII input!
•  Geant4 model of accelerator 

automatically created!
•  Generic geometry created by default!

―  typically cylinders of iron!
―  more specific geometry can be specified or 

imported!

•  Normal Geant4 Runge-Kutta 
steppers are replaced!
―  vacuum steppers replaced by maps for specific 

magnet types!
―  much faster and more accurate for known fields 

– ie quadrupolar!

•  Hits on accelerator recorded!
•  Integrated analysis for energy loss 

histograms!
―  both ASCII and ROOT output supported!

ATF2 example!
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In the Past…!
•  BDSIM was originally started by G. Blair at Royal Holloway!
•  Created to simulated the final focus of future linear colliders!
•  Used to simulated beam loss and backgrounds for:!

―  International Linear Collider (ILC)!
―  Compact Linear Collider (CLIC)!

•  Also for laserwires!
―  Signal to noise!
―  Accuracy!
―  Detector placement!

PLACET-HTGEN, it is sufficient to specify the rest gas pres-
sure and composition and to enable background tracking. It
is possible to specify gas parameters for each element or
for groups of elements using for-loop constructs in TCL/TK

as input to PLACET.
Figure 3 shows typical transverse distributions obtained

from HTGEN+PLACET at the entrance to the BDS [3]. The
flux of halo particles which will impact on the collimators
will depend on the collimator settings and details of the
lattice parameters including imperfections and misalign-
ment. Based on preliminary collimation studies and simu-
lations under rather idealistic assumptions, we find for
10 nTorr CO both in the CLIC linac and BDS, that a
fraction of about 2! 10"4 of all particles will have large
amplitudes and hit the spoilers in the BDS section. With
1:24! 1012 particles per train, this would translate into a
flux of 2:4! 108 particles per train impacting on the spoil-
ers. At 1.5 TeV, we expect that a fraction of about 9! 10"4

of these particles produce secondary muons, resulting in a
flux of about 2! 105 muons per train, many of which
would be seen as background in the detector in the inter-
action region. Reducing the muon flux would require very
massive shielding, of the order of 100 m of (magnetized)
tunnel fillers, to be effective [16].

VI. ENERGY DEPOSITION AND SECONDARY
PRODUCTION STUDIES WITH BDSIM

Typical loss maps consider a particle lost if it interacts
with the beam line aperture in any way. A program such as
GEANT4 can then be used to examine areas of interest in
more detail. BDSIM combines particle tracking and second-
ary particle production to generate detailed loss maps for
whole beam line more efficiently.

We track a beam halo through the CLIC BDS. The halo
is divided into concentric ellipses in x-x0 and y-y0 phase
space independently, where each ellipse is of thickness
5!xð0Þ or 10!yð0Þ . These ellipses then cover the whole phase

space from 0–40!xð0Þ and 0–190!yð0Þ . The energy and lon-

gitudinal profiles are chosen to be the same as for the core
beam: a flat distribution of width 1% about the nominal
beam energy of 1496 GeV, and a Gaussian of width
44 "m, respectively. The particle distribution within
each ellipse is uniform, and each ellipse contains 10 000
particles; this approximates a 1=r density profile in each
phase space, and gives a total halo population of 1 520 000.
From Sec. V we have a halo population of 2! 10"4 of the
bunch charge, or 8! 105 particles. This is approximately
half of the amount simulated. Alternatively, if we assume
that CLIC will achieve a similar level of halo to that which
the Stanford Linear Collider managed in its later runs—
about 0.1% of the bunch charge—then, for a bunch of 4!
109 particles [17], we are simulating approximately 40% of
the halo population. The numbers which follow have not
been scaled to account for this.

Figure 4 shows the energy deposition profile of the beam
halo in the CLIC BDS. The black histogram is produced
assuming that particles that hit any element of the beam
line are completely absorbed at that point, while the red
histogram includes multiple scattering and secondary par-
ticle production. In this instance, it is seen that the peak
load on the beam spoilers is reduced by up to 4 orders of
magnitude in the case of YSP1 (the first betatron spoiler in
the line). We note that there are no direct impacts on the
thick absorbers; losses occur on the absorbers only when
secondary particles are included. There are a small number
of primary halo particles lost in the final focus system; to
correct this will require either a tightening of the collimator
gaps or a redesign of the lattice optics. It should be noted
that the collimator geometry employed in this study using
BDSIM does not include tapering: the aperture is set to the
minimum gap for the length of the collimator, therefore it
is possible that the collimator efficiency is somewhat opti-
mistic in this study.

VII. PLACET-BDSIM INTEGRATION

Halo particles that are close to the walls of the beam pipe
may be kicked by the collimator wakefields and interact
with the beam-pipe material, producing secondary parti-
cles. A single simulation code that implements wakefields,
tracking, and secondary particle generation does not exist.
On the one hand, a code like BDSIM is designed to track
single particles and their secondaries deriving from the
interactions with the materials, but does not include intra-
bunch interactions; on the other hand, a code such as
PLACET takes into account collective effects but does not
simulate the interactions of the particles with the walls of
the beam line. Combining the abilities of BDSIM and
PLACET enables an accurate simulation of the generation
of secondary particles and their tracking in components

FIG. 4. (Color) Energy deposition along the beam line from halo
particles, with (red) and without (black) secondary particle
production and scattering. Losses from synchrotron radiation
have not been included.

I. AGAPOV et al. Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 12, 081001 (2009)

081001-4

Phys.  Rev.  ST  Accel.  Beams  12,  081001  (2009)  	

CLIC beam delivery system!
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Recent Developments!
•  Previously used for linear accelerators!

―  ie single pass!

•  Currently being developed to simulate the LHC & HL-LHC!
•  Various extra features for rings!

―  control the number of turns in the machine!
―  much improved efficiency!
―  new input distributions!
―  curvilinear output coordinates!

•  New input preparation and output analysis tools!
―  python packages as well as sample root scripts!

•  Significant code refactorisation and modernisation!
•  Cmake build system for easier deployment!
•  Move to GIT repository for software versioning!
•  Open source GPLv3 licence!
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BDSIM LHC Model!
•  Created model of existing LHC for comparison!

―  before using for HL-LHC simulations!

•  3.5TeV 2011 & 4TeV 2012 physics run lattices!
•  pybdsim – python tools used to prepare inputs!

―  supplied with BDSIM!
―  allows easy conversion of inputs!
―  can easily aggregate input information from various sources!

NB no perspective!
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LHC Simulation Details!
•  3.5TeV 2011 B1 lattice presented here!

―  Both SixTrack loss maps as well as processed BLM data available for this lattice!
•  Model created from MadX twiss & aperture output!
•  Collimator DB + collgaps files for collimator materials and apertures!
•  Generic geometry used for now – iron cylinder magnets!
•  Run twice with different input distributions!

―  vertical halo     - ellipse at n σ in y,y’ phase space, Gaussian in x,x’!
―  horizontal halo - ellipse at n σ in x,x’ phase space, Gaussian in y,y’!

•  Embarrassingly parallelised!
―  n jobs each with different random number generator seed!
―  simulates m particles!

•  Typically 100k primary particles in 1k jobs!
•  ~ 1 day on 150 node farm!

―  duration depends on tracking cuts!
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3.5 TeV B1 Primary Loss Map!
•  Record position of first scattering of primary!
•  Preliminary!  This is actually a recent feature of BDSIM!

215984 primary hits!
334400 primaries simulated!
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Energy Deposition Map!
•  BDSIM è the full energy deposition from secondaries!
•  Here, normalised to maximum loss!

215984 primary hits!
334400 primaries simulated!

9.467 x 109 energy loss ‘hits’!è!
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IR 7 Close Up!
•  IR7 dominates losses – most interesting region!
•  Continuous distribution of losses!

comparison, it is therefore necessary to simulate also the
showers. This is discussed in Sec. VI.
A zoom in IR7 of results in Fig. 6 is presented in Fig. 7.

The highest losses occur, as expected, at the primary
collimators and the loss levels decay along IR7. A small
tail, a few orders of magnitude lower than the TCP loss,
leaks to the cold magnets in the dispersion suppressor (DS)
downstream of IR7. This location of the highest local cold
loss in the ring is the limiting location for the LHC intensity
reach from collimation cleaning [8].
Some qualitative differences can be observed: the meas-

urement indicates a much denser loss pattern, with higher
losses in the warm section, but also in the cold arc. This
apparent discrepancy comes again from comparing the
simulated number of lost protons with the measured BLM
signals, which depend on the shower development. This is
especially important for the warm BLMs, which are likely
to intercept secondary shower particles created in upstream
collimators. In the measurements in Fig. 7, there seems also

to be more collimators (black bars) than in the simulation.
This is not the case—several BLMs are located at slots
reserved for future collimators and are therefore displayed
as such, although there is presently no collimator installed.
These BLMs are also highly sensitive to the showers from
neighboring collimators.
The simulated cold DS losses are grouped in two

“clusters”: the first one is centered around s ¼ 3650 m
(see Fig. 7), and the second one is centered around
s ¼ 3740 m. The average cleaning inefficiency is ηCL1 ¼
8.6 × 10−6 m−1 in the first cluster and ηCL2 ¼ 5.2 ×
10−6 m−1 in the second cluster, independently of the
binning, while the highest inefficiency in the cold parts of
the ring, found in the first DS loss cluster, is ηc ≈ 1.9 ×
10−5 m−1 with 1 m bins but goes up to ηc ≈ 5.2 × 10−5 m−1

with 10 cm bins due to steep aperture transitions. In total, the
fraction of all simulated halo particles that are lost on other
machine elements than collimators is fglob ¼ 0.002.
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FIG. 6. Beam loss distributions around the LHC as measured
by BLMs during a qualification loss map on April 12, 2011 (top)
and from a SixTrack simulation (bottom), with the results binned
in 1 m intervals. Both simulation and measurement assume a
beam energy of 3.5 TeV and β" ¼ 1.5 m. They are both
normalized to the highest loss, and the initial losses occur in
the horizontal plane in B1.
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FIG. 7. Loss locations in IR7 (zoom of Fig. 6) from measure-
ment (top) and SixTrack (bottom). The layout of the main
magnetic elements (quadrupoles and dipoles) as well as the
collimators is also shown, together with the LHC cell numbers at
the cold loss locations.

SIMULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS OF BEAM LOSS … Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 17, 081004 (2014)

081004-7

Beam line schematic from R. Bruce et al, !
Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 17, 081004 (2014)!
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IR 7 – A Closer Look!
•  Collimator shadows and optical effects evident!
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Backward Scattering!
•  BDSIM propagates secondaries backwards as well!
•  Strong rise in warm losses just before each collimator!
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Comparison with BLM Data!
•  Data from R. Bruce et al, Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 17, 081004 (2014)!

SixTrack!

Beam Loss Monitors!

BDSIM!
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•  Perform quantitative comparison for B2, 4 TeV lattice!
•  Preparation of Hi Lumi lattice and comparison!
•  Compare to BLM data in upcoming operations for new higher 

energy!
•  Introduction of more realistic geometry!

―  very simplified Geant4 model of generic LHC dipole & quadrupole!

•  1st order geometry approximation!
•  Example dipole!

―  under development!
―  broad features!
―  asymmetric, other beam pipe!

•  More tailored aperture!
•  Improved collimator geometry!

―  again simplified version!

Looking Towards the Future…!

LHC Geant4 Dipole!
H. Garcia-Morales!
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Future Technical Developments!
•  Factorisation of tracking routines!

―  for increased speed / simulation efficiency!
―  too much time spent by Geant4 tracking management!
―  can improve geometry hierarchy!
―  also track only in C++ tracker until close to aperture!
―  then pass to BDSIM Geant4 model!

•  Introduces ability to use other tracking codes!
•  Also introduces possibility of collective effects!

―   Of particular interest for work on ILC!
―   Existing interface with PLACET being actively developed!

•  Include HDF5 output format!
•  Introduce stronger geometry hierarchy for improved efficiency!
•  Factorise aperture classes to allow more flexible aperture definition!
•  Under active development at Royal Holloway and UCL!

―  team of 5 people!
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Conclusion & Next Steps!
•  First Geant4 based loss maps generated using BDSIM!
•  Loss maps have full energy deposition from primaries and secondaries!
•  Quantitative comparison to existing simulations underway!
•  Access to full particle physics simulation of interactions!

―  Full history of particles available!

•  Continue quantitative comparison with existing tools!
•  Validation of routines to extract primary impacts!
•  Tracking factorisation and extensions!
•  Improved efficiency!
•  Increased tracking accuracy!
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Thank you!
http://twiki.ph.rhul.ac.uk/twiki/bin/view/PP/JAI/BdSim!
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Backup – Comparison Overlaid!
•  Green – Sixtrack!
•  Solid lines – BLMs!
•  Light area – BDSIM!


